Digital Imaging

Large Format Inkjet Graphics

Inkjet Papers – Product Portfolio

CAD/Engineering

Imaging Indoor

DT Plot 8670
High-quality coated inkjet paper with matt finish for monochrome and coloured
CAD/GIS/GEO prints, presentations, POS signage and trade fair graphics. This
medium features high whiteness, excellent colour reproduction and line sharpness.
Quick drying of dye and pigmented inks. Good black rub-off and wet smear
resistance.

95/120 g/m2

Premium Plot 9670
High-quality coated inkjet paper with special haptics. Ideally suited for monochrome
and coloured CAD/GIS/GEO prints, presentations, POS signage and trade fair
graphics. The special finish features immediate encapsulation of pigmented black
and enables maximum scratch-resistance. Good water resistance.

100 g/m2

Swiss Matt 9730
Multilayer-coated inkjet paper with matt finish for presentations, POS signage, trade
fair graphics and poster prints. Its enhanced whiteness and smooth surface is ideal
for high contrast, bright full colour prints. Quick drying of dye and pigmented inks.
Immediate encapsulation of pigmented black. Good water resistance.

90/100/120/
140/180 g/m2

Premium Swiss Matt 9710
Heavy-coated inkjet paper with matt finish for photography, poster prints and trade
fair graphics. Extra-high whiteness and cool blueish shade. The exceptional colour
gamut enables full-colour prints with excellent brightness and nuances, also in half
and quarter tones. Best-in-class water resistance. Ideal for hot and cold lamination.
In 120 g/m2 and higher also suitable for solvent ink printing.

90/100/120/
140/180 g/m2

Swiss Matt Adhesive 9720
Self-adhesive laminate with Premium Swiss Matt poster paper as top-liner and a
detachable silicone paper on the reverse. Its permanent acrylate-based adhesive
allows universal use for signage, trade fair graphics and CAD applications. Good
resistance to light, heat and ageing. Ideal for hot and cold lamination.
Photo Matt 8840
Heavy multi-layer coated premium poster paper with matt finish. Ideal for high
contrast, high colour density prints in photorealistic quality. A special barrier coating
allows wet-cockling free printing. Exceptional colour gamut with dye and pigmented
inks. Quick drying with excellent wet-smear resistance. Ideal for hot and cold
lamination.

140 g/m2

150/180 g/m2

